Green Glass Spa

Company Profile: This Company is 100% ecologic, searching for the awareness of recycling, demonstrating that glass is not rubbish and recognizing the basic recyclers’ jobs.

Field of Study- Preference: Design

Weekly Hours: 40 hrs weekly

Fundación Basura

Company Profile: Environment protection and preservation organization (nongovernmental).

Searched Profile: Proactive, compromised and responsible

Required Language: Spanish, English

Field of Study- Preference: Design - Communications

Weekly Hours: flexible

Schedule: Flexible - part time.

Cormo Alimentos SpA. - Recycleat

Company Profile: Green (social/environmental) and innovative Start-Up focused on the elaboration of healthy food of high nutritional input based on stems, leaves, seeds, fruit and vegetable´s skin.

Searched Profile: We are looking for an enthusiastic, creative, proactive and executive person, interested in being part of a dynamic working team. In addition, we need an intern with excellent interpersonal abilities, capable of confronting diverse scenarios and public.

Required Language: Spanish, English - Intermediate and advanced

Field of Study- Preference: Business - Communications

Weekly Hours: Flexible, to be defined with intern

Schedule: Flexible, to be defined with intern
FoCo Migrante (Fondo Comunitario de Bicicletas Migrante)

**Company Profile:** Social Company dedicated to recycling, restoring and distribution of bikes to the migrating community of Santiago. Educative workshops are carried out for adults and children, as well as bigger events throughout the year.

**Searched Profile:** The people who work with us have to have good social skills. If he/she doesn’t quite know how to communicate with people, this is a good place to learn.

**Required Language:** No language requirement

**Field of Study - Preference:** Graphic designer – Communications – Journalism – Engineering

**Weekly Hours:** 10 hrs weekly (depending on the job)

**Schedule:** Tuesdays and Fridays: 12:00-19:00hrs.

Torpedo Mensajeros

**Company Profile:** Engineer or business administrator focused on sustainability.

**Required Language:** Spanish, English or Italian

**Weekly Hours:** Between 20 y 25 hours

**Schedule:** Part-time: 4 o 5 hours per day

Maquintel SPA - Maquintel robotic services.

**Company Profile:** Maquintel develops products and services to improve the efficiency of mining processes, through the use of robotic systems.

**Field of Study - Preference:** Business - Design

**Intern Profile:** For business students, we look for a student that is interested in the development of innovation and administrating startups. Currently, we have two projects of robotics, applied to mining, in which we need help with management. For design students, we look for a student that is interested in industrial design, with knowledge in quick prototyping tools, like CNC milling machines, CNC lathes and 3D printers. His/her job will be to support the design and packaging systems for robotics.

**Required Language:** For Business: Advanced Spanish and English. For Design: intermediate Spanish and advanced English.

**Weekly Hours:** 40 hrs.

**Schedule:** 10:00-18:30hrs.
ONG Te Protejo

Company Profile: Nonprofit organization that promotes the use of cosmetic and personal care products that haven’t been tested on animals.

Intern Profile: Interested in the environment, sustainability and respect for animals.

Required Language: Spanish/English

Field of Study - Preference: Communications - Design - Business

Weekly Hours: 20 - 40 hours

Schedule: 10:00-18:00hrs

Fundación Un Techo para Chile

Company Profile: Nonprofit and nongovernmental organization

Intern Profile: We look for Students that can support the analytic tasks in defining the marketing proposals. Synthesis and data interpretation. Creativity, innovation and project management.

Required Language: Spanish

Field of Study - Preference: Business

Weekly Hours: min 22,5 hrs

Schedule: To be defined with intern

Emma Blair

Company Profile: Jewelry

Intern Profile: We need someone who likes people, fashion, sales, marketing and would like to learn about the tips of business. From working with social networks to the active management do the sales cycle, post sale services, etc.

Required Language: Spanish

Field of Study – Preference: We accept students for any field of study

Weekly Hours: 30 hours
Schedule: Flexible between 10:00-20:00hrs.

Pemasys SpA

Company Profile: Technology applied to human resources.

Intern Profile: We are a young, innovative and dynamic business, which values people for their relationships with others and we need an intern who is likes teamwork and collaboration. The students will have to make contact with potential clients, present Pemasys, send proposals and set up sales meetings.

Required Language: Spanish

Field of Study – Preference: Business

Weekly Hours: 20 hours weekly (4 hours per day)

Schedule: 9:00-13:00hrs or 14:00-18:00hrs.

AmberAds

Company Profile: Marketing and software development.

Intern Profile: For design students: Designing and animations. For communications: Marketing and communication or careers related to content development in creative ways. For business: Careers related to business development, sales and customer services.

Required Language: English/Spanish

Field of Study – Preference: Design, Communications and Business

Weekly Hours: For communications: 6 months part-time. For design: 3 months full-time. For business: 3 months full-time.

Schedule: For part-time: 9:00-14:00hrs. For full-time: 9:00-18:00hrs.

OOH Publicidad

Company Profile: We currently count with the first online platform for the sale of advertising spaces in Chile. We are the biggest support network in the country. Our focus is in launching a platform for the Latin-American industry and the creation of new products for it.

Intern Profile: Graphic designer, ideally with experience in UI (user interface) for websites. Advanced use of Photoshop/Illustrator.

Required Language: Spanish and/or English

Field of Study – Preference: Design
**Weekly Hours:** Can be part-time (1 semester, 5 months aprox.) or full-time (3 months)

**Schedule:** Part-time (9:00-13:00hrs.) or Fulltime (9:00-18:30hrs.)

---

**Loadingplay**

**Company Profile:** We are a Company that is 100% ecologic, searching for the awareness of recycling, demonstrating that glass is not rubbish and recognizing the basic recyclers’ jobs.

**Intern Profile:** Self-sufficient and proactive.

**Required Language:** Spanish or English

**Field of Study – Preference:** Graphic design (ideally with knowledge of graphics and websites), business, journalism

**Weekly Hours:** For design and business: Ideally full-time. Journalism: could be part-time

**Schedule:** 09:30-18:30 hrs.

---

**Prilov**

**Company Profile:** Prilov is a closet connecting platform. It worked like a social marketplace and it lets women buy and sell clothes in good use.

**Intern Profile:** Ideally woman, proactive, interest in fashion, creative.

**Required Language:** Ideally Spanish but English works too

**Field of Study – Preference:** Design and business

**Weekly Hours:** part-time and full-time

**Schedule:** 09:30-18:30hrs. If it is full-time

---

**Inventory Exchange SpA (INEX)**

**Company Profile:** Is an innovative Company, which offers a new business model for industrial businesses, mainly mining industries

**Intern Profile:** We look for someone who can help with the management of the INEX platform, which implies load and update available materials, pictures and sheets. Lead and manage the implementation of new and improved functions within the platform. Administration of advertising campaigns in Google Adwords, Linkedin, Facebook and Google Plus. Analyze bid data that allows finding business opportunities. Activate INEX for it to participate as a supplier in the bidding and quotation processes within the supplying portals (Ariba, Regis, Sicep, Unilink). The student has to have knowledge of: advanced Excel (dynamic tables and graphs), R Studio programming. Web in Wordpress. Word Analytics and Google AdWords. Adobe Photoshop
Required Language: Spanish and intermediate English
Field of Study – Preference: Business, Engineering, computing
Weekly Hours: 125 weekly hours (part-time) for 1 semester
Schedule: To be defined with student between 9:00-14:00hrs or 14:00-19:00hrs.

Company Profile: Software as a Service for hotels in Latin-American.

Intern Profile: a person with social skills, ease of communicating with a client, proactivity, results-focused, and frustration-tolerant

Required Language: Fluent Spanish
Field of Study – Preference: Business or communications
Weekly Hours: part-time and full-time. 3 months min.
Schedule: Depending if it full-time or part-time
AgendaPro

Firm’s Profile: AgendaPro is an all-in-one management platform for Healthcare and Beauty companies

Searched Profile: People with a desire to undertake and innovate

Required Language: Spanish for business, English to work on anything else

Career Preference: Business for the sales team / Design for multimedia and lots of UX / UI and mobile apps / Communications to boost Blog and corporate image.

Weekly Hours: Super variable, but from 15 - 20 hours a week to full-time we can receive someone

Schedule: The office is full from 9, 9:30 and we all leave at different times. It would be something from 9:30 to 17:00hrs. probably in case of full, not to kill it. The part-time we set the schedule with the person, but always in blocks of at least 4 hours, so that it adds up.

BYL SPA (DRIMKIP)

Firm’s Profile: Ecommerce in home industry

Searched Profile: Business/ finance administrator/ graphic designer/communications

Required Language: Any

Career Preference: Business/ finance administrator/ graphic designer/communications

Weekly Hours: Full-time

Schedule: Full time

Soleit.co

Firm’s Profile: Innovation in health

Searched Profile: I need a student who is really capable of being autonomous, studying the topics that he/she does not know, instead of holding hands and taking responsibility for the decisions he/she makes. His/her function will be to support the General Manager to validate and implement the commercial strategy that was defined in the initial stages of the project

Required Language: Spanish and/or english

Career Preference: Business

Weekly Hours: 22 hours min.

Schedule: 9:00-13:30 hrs.
www.importclub.cl

Firm’s Profile: Collaborative Imports, Crowd Import

Searched Profile: Person handling Excel, database for management of the portfolio, also to coordinate with international suppliers and search for new products according to commercial requirements.

Required Language: English or Chinese

Career Preference: Civil, Commercial, Foreign Trade, administration or simile engineering

Weekly Hours: 3 months full-tome

Schedule: 09:30-17:00hrs. totally flexible

Ingeniería Stark technologies Limitada

Firm’s Profile: Digital marketing B2B

Searched Profile: A person who likes sales, social networking management and knows about web design tools.

Required Language: Spanish and English

Career Preference: Business, design and communications

Weekly Hours: 20

Schedule: Morning or afternoon, to be defined with student.

Shippter SpA

Firm’s Profile: International commerce

Searched Profile: Good written communication in Spanish and English for content development and community management.

Required Language: Spanish and English

Career Preference: communication

Weekly Hours: 40 hours weekly - full-time

Schedule: 9:00-17:00hrs.
Multivende

Firm’s Profile: Multivende is a startup based in Santiago de Chile since late 2016. We currently offer a SaaS to 60 clients in 3 countries and expect to grow to 300 by 2018. Students will be part of the team and will have to apply their knowledge in content and lead generation with a strong (but not exclusive) focus in Digital Marketing. We are a young, highly proactive and effective team with members coming from 3 nationalities (Chilean, Venezuelan and Ecuadorian).

Searched Profile: We are looking for highly proactive people who like to hack things. Being a startup requires a strong “generate and test” mentality in order to find solutions in innovative ways. Spanish is not required at all, so you can start learning even from scratch :). Having previous experience on Digital Marketing, CRMs and other tools is not required but it would be great. We offer a great, flexible work environment, huge challenges and the opportunity to solve real problems in a fast-growing startup who aims to be the core of the Latin American e-commerce ecosystem.

Required Language: Spanish and/or English

Career Preference: Communication and design

Weekly Hours: Part Time - 1 Semester

Schedule: To be defined with student

Garoo

Firm’s Profile: Hi! We are Garoo.

A diverse team that combines video games and learning to help people develop their potential through mobile training. For this we use techniques of videogames and machine learning in applications, to learn in a simple and entertaining way. Our mobile applications are being used in industries as diverse as health, banking, mining and metallurgy. We are a young team and a company in the process of expansion to LATAM.

Searched Profile: We are looking for a design student who has a advanced level of Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe XD, among other programs.

Required Language: English

Career Preference: Graphic design

Weekly Hours: Full time

Schedule: 9:00 -18:00hrs.
Smartraining

Firm’s Profile: OTEC

Searched Profile: Graphic designer and Web. Management of leading Adobe software (Illustrator / Photoshop / InDesign) Desirable experience in UI / UX. HTML, CSS and web construction management

Required Language: Ideally spanish /could speak english too

Career Preference: Design

Weekly Hours: 40 hours weekly. 13- 14 weeks duration

Schedule: 9:00 - 18:00hrs.

Mondan Studio

Firm’s Profile: Company focused in the design of digitally printed wooden products.

Searched Profile: We are looking for a student who is focused in communications, specifically in the digital marketing and media area.

Required Language: Spanish or English

Career Preference: Journalism, advertising and graphic design.

Weekly Hours: It doesn’t matter. Depending on his/her timetable

Schedule: Ideally part-time 2 or 3 times a week. To be specified with student, completely flexible.

NoiseGrasp SpA

Firm’s Profile: Marketing Analytics services

Searched Profile: Designer/publicist

Required Language: English and/or Spanish

Career Preference: Communications and design

Weekly Hours: Full-time or part-time

Schedule: We work from Monday to Friday 7 hours daily (+ lunchtime). The starting time is flexible between 8:00-10:00hrs. Finish time between (16:00-18:00hrs, depending on the starting time.)
Vegui

Firm’s Profile: Healthy food vending machines company

Searched Profile: Proactive, creative, entrepreneur

Required Language: Spanish or english

Career Preference: Business or design

Weekly Hours: To be defined with student

Schedule: To be defined with student

Agenda Doctor

Firm’s Profile: Agenda Doctor, is a last minute medical web platform, with more than 60,000 visits to the page and 200 daily agendas. With Agenda Doctor, you can schedule it easily and immediately, in just 3 clicks. Formed by a young team that developed a platform that seeks to revolutionize the scheduling of medical hours.

Searched Profile: Person with interest in web data analysis, process redesign, customer management & Services. Candidates must be willing to learn, discuss and contribute to the development of a project in an environment of continuous innovation and ideally with knowledge in agile methodologies.

Required Language: Spanish

Career Preference: Business, communications and design

Weekly Hours: Part - Time

Schedule: To be defined with student

MuvPass

Firm’s Profile: Online sports platform

Searched Profile: With interest in sports and high aesthetic sense

Required Language: English or Spanish

Career Preference: Design

Weekly Hours: Part-time (22 hrs weekly)

Schedule: To be defined with student